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In the first part of this paper it is proved a general principle for reaction-diffusion
cooperative systems with concave nonlinearities. It is proved that there exists a
unique coexistence state (u, v) if, and only if, the trivial solution is linearly unstable.
In this case, (u, v) is globally asymptotically stable with respect to positive initial
data. Moreover, if the trivial solution is linearly stable, it is globally asymptotically
stable with respect to non-negative initial data. In the second part it is investigated
the singular perturbation problem, it is shown that the positive solution of the
diffusion model tends to the positive equilibrium of the purely kinetic model as the
diffusion coefficients tend to zero, uniformly in compact subsets of the domain.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Consider the weakly coupled time dependent system
u
t
&d12u=au+bv&f (u)
in 0_(0, T ),
v
t
&d22v=cu+dv&g(v)
(1.1)
u=v=0 on 0_(0, T ),
(u( } , 0), v( } , 0))=(u0 , v0) in 0,
and the corresponding steady state system
&d1 2u=au+bv&f (u)
in 0,
&d22v=cu+dv&g(v) (1.2)
u=v=0 on 0,
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and finally, the pure kinetic system
y1
t
=ay1+by2&f ( y1)
in (0, T )
y2
t
=cy1+dy2&g( y2) (1.3)
y1(0)=y10 , y2(0)=y20 ,
where 0 is a bounded domain of RN, N1, with regular enough boundary
0 (in particular assume that 0 is C2+: for any 0<:<1); u0 , v0 #
C:(0 ) , y10 , y20 # R and T>0. The diffusivities d1 and d2 are positive
numbers, the coefficients a, b, c, d are real parameters such that b>0,
c>0. Concerning the nonlinearities f, g : R  R, the following condition is
required throughout this work:
(i) f (s), g(t) # C 1, are non-decreasing for s>0 and t>0, respec-
tively,
f (0)=g(0)=0, f $(0)=g$(0)=0; (1.4)
(ii) f (s)s and g(t)t are strictly increasing for s>0 and t>0,
respectively;
(iii) lims   f (s)s=f $()=, limt   g(t)t=g$()=.
These kind of systems are known under the generic name of cooperative
systems. They arise naturally from mathematical models in the fields of
ecology, epidemiology, economics and biochemistry (see e.g. [13] and the
references therein). In most applications, the components of the solutions
describe the concentration, biomass or number of particular species, so that
the natural domain for the above systems are solutions component-wise
positive, often known as coexistence states.
This work is continuation of some results developed in [10]. There we
have characterized the existence and uniqueness of coexistence states of
(1.2) by giving necessary and sufficient conditions on the coefficients (a, d ).
In this paper we shall prove the following principle for cooperative
systems with concave nonlinearities: system (1.2) can have at most a single
nontrivial solution which, if it exists, is globally asymptotically stable with
respect to positive initial conditions. Moreover, if the trivial solution is
linearly stable, it is globally asymptotically stable relative to non-negative
initial data, while if the trivial solution is linearly unstable then there exists
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a unique positive solution of (1.2). This result is already known in the con-
text of systems of ordinary differential equations (see [13], [6] and [7]).
Moreover, we shall show that the positive solution of the diffusion model
(1.2) tends to the equilibrium of the pure kinetic model uniformly in com-
pact subsets of the domain, as the diffusion coefficients (d1 , d2) tend to
(0, 0). Hence, the dynamics of the reaction diffusion system approches the
dynamics of the pure kinetic model.
Throughout this paper, we shall take the diffusion coefficients (d1 , d2) as
the main bifurcation parameters and we shall describe the different values
of (d1 , d2) for which the above mentioned features hold.
Now, we shall briefly comment on the techniques used thoughout this
paper and on some recent work on these topics.
The existence of solutions of (1.2) is obtained by the method of lower
and upper solutions by dealing with the system itself without any previous
decoupling. Moreover, we find the natural lower solution of (1.2) that
allows us to work with a cooperative system with different elliptic
operators. We may say that our existence result is optimal for cooperative
systems with concave nonlinearities.
The asymptotic stability results are proved by using an extension of the
linearized stability principle in [12]. However, we need some existence and
monotony properties of the parabolic system (1.1) that we take from [11].
Moreover, concerning the asymptotic stability of solutions of quasi-
monotone systems, our linearized stability principle improves the results
obtained in [11]. We complete the description of the dynamics of system
(1.1) by extending the technical framework in [9] in order to obtain that
the coexistence states of (1.2) are in fact global attractors respect to
positive initial data.
Finally, we prove the above mentioned singular perturbation problem by
extending the technical scheme in [3]. We should mention the recent work
in this area developed in [5] for semilinear equations; however, our
singular perturbation result seems to be the first one for systems.
The main tools used to prove these results are: the characterization of
the Maximum Principle for cooperative systems, the construction of some
suitable lower and upper solutions and the uniqueness of the coexistence
states.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we agree on
some notation, collect some results in [10] and state some recent results
on the Maximum Principle for cooperative systems in [8]which will be
essential to our proofs. In Section 3 we obtain the hyperbola in the (d1 , d2)
plane for which the linearization of (1.2) at the trivial solution (0, 0) has
a positive solution. This hyperbola, denoted by H+(0), divides R2+ in two
disjoint subsets: Ru(H+(0)) where the Maximum Principle holds and
Rd (H+(0)) where the elliptic system (1.2) has a unique coexistence state.
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This last result is proved in Section 4. In Section 5 we show that the
stability definitions given in [1] agree with our linearized stability principle
for cooperative systems. Moreover, we extend some results in [1] concern-
ing the relation between the existence of a monotone scheme with a pair of
ordered lower and upper solution of (1.2), and the stability of the solutions.
Finally, we prove that the coexistence states of (1.2) are asymptotycally
stable. In Section 6 we show that these coexistence states are in fact global
asymptotic attractors with respect to positive initial data. The proof con-
sists of constructing a pair of suitable ordered lower and upper solutions of
(1.2), such that the solution of (1.1) remains strictly between them for some
t1>0. We also prove that in the case in which (d1 , d2) # Ru(H+(0)), the
trivial solution is globally asymptotycally stable with respect to non-
negative initial data. In Section 7 we first prove the existence of a unique
positive equilibrium, say (K1 , K2), of (1.3), after that we prove a monotony
property of the coexistence states of (1.2) as the domain increases and find
that (K1 , K2) is a global upper solution of (1.2). Then, we obtain the
singular perturbation result, by constructing local lower solutions of (1.2)
that dominate (K1&=, K2&=) in compact subsets of 0 if the diffusivities
(d1 , d2) are small enough. The well-known competitive system also has a
kind of order preserving property, in Section 8 we state some differences
between competitive and cooperative systems.
2. The Maximum Principle
In this section, we establish some notational convetions and state
some results which will be useful in subsequent sections. Let R2+ =
[x # R2: x0]. Fixed &>0, U and V will stand for the Banach spaces
U :=[u # C2+&(0 ; R), u=0 on 0], V :=C&(0 ; R).
The Banach spaces U, V, X :=U2 and Y :=V 2 will be considered as
ordered by the standard cones of positive functions PU , PV , PX=PU_PU
and PY=PV _PV , respectively. The interior of PU , denoted by P4 U , is
given by
P4 U={u # U : u(x)>0 in 0, un <0 on 0= .
The interior of PX is P4 X=P4 U_P4 U . Let (B, C ) be an ordered Banach space
and consider x, y # B. We shall write xy if x&y # C, x>y if
x&y # C&[0] and xry if x&y # C4 , the interior of C.
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Consider two uniformly elliptic operators
Lk(D) :=& :
N
i, j=1
:kij (x) DiDj+ :
N
i=1
:ki (x) Di , k=1, 2,
with :ki, j , :
k
i # V, i, j # [1, ..., N], k=1, 2, and a strongly cooperative matrix
A(x)=\a(x)c(x)
b(x)
d(x)+
with coefficients in V. By strongly cooperative we mean that
b(x)>0 , c(x)>0 , x # 0.
In this section will be given some necessary and sufficient conditions so
that the boundary value problem
L1(D) u1=a(x) u1+b(x) u2+ f1(x),
(u1 , u2) # X, (2.1)
L2(D) u2=c(x) u1+d(x) u2+ f2(x),
satisfies the maximum principle.
It is said that (2.1) satisfies the maximum principle, if fi # PV&[0]
implies (u1 , u2) # PX for any solution (u1 , u2) of (2.1). If this is the case we
shall say simply that (2.1) satisfies MP.
It is said that (2.1) satisfies the strong maximun principle, if fi # PV&[0]
implies (u1 , u2) # P4 X for any solution (u1 , u2) of (2.1). If this occurs we
shall say simply that (2.1) satisfies SMP.
The following result, coming from [8], provides us with a powerfull tool
to analyze the nonlinear model (1.2). We shall denote
L(D)=\L1(D)0
0
L2(D)+ .
Theorem 2.1. The following conditions are equivalent :
C1. There exists 9 # P4 X such that
L(D) 9>A(x) 9 ;
C2. The operator [L(D)&A(x)]&1: X  X is a compact strongly
order preserving endomorphism of X;
C3. (2.1) satisfies SMP;
C4. (2.1) satisfies MP;
C5. The operator L(D)&A(x): X  Y has some strictly positive eigen-
value, say *1(L(D)&A(x)), to a positive eigenfunction 8 # P4 X .
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Moreover, if any of the conditions above is satisfied then the eigenvalue
*1(L(D)&A(x)) is simple and there is no other eigenvalue of L(D)&A(x)
to a positive eigenfunction.
Furthermore for every p # PX&[0] the equation
*q&[L(D)&A(x)]&1 q=p
has exactly one positive solution q # P4 X if *>1*1(L(D)&A(x)), and no
positive solution for *1*1(L(D)&A(x)).
Remark 2.2. Consider the eigenvalue problem
L(D)8=A(x) 8+* 8 , 8 # X. (2.2)
As a corollary of Theorem 2.1 it follows that (2.2) has a unique eigenvalue
to a positive eigenfunction. We shall denote it by *1(L(D)&A(x)). This
eigenvalue, often known as the principal eigenvalue of (2.2), is simple.
Moreover its associated eigenfunction lies in P4 X . Theorem 2.1 shows that
(2.1) satisfies SMP if, and only if, *1(L(D)&A(x))>0. Furthermore if B(x)
is another strongly cooperative matrix with entries in V such that
A(x)<B(x) in the usual sense, then
*1(L(D)&A(x))>*1(L(D)&B(x)),
(cf. [8] for proofs and additional details).
The following theorem provides us with another characterization of
SMP and it was proved in 10 (see [8] for systems n equations) . Since this
theorem together with Theorem 2.1 are the key results for all the proofs
include in this work; we shall reproduce the proof here in order to be clear
about how the hypotheses b>0 and c>0 are neccesary in all the theorems
of this paper. We shall omit to write them because it is the definition of a
cooperative system in our case.
Let *1(L1&a), *1(L2&d ) be the principal eigenvalues of L1(D)&a(x)
and L2(D)&d(x), respectively.
Theorem 2.3. (2.1) satisfies SMP if, and only if, *1(L1&a)>0,
*1(L2&d )>0 and
spr([L1(D)&a(x)]&1 (b(x)[L2(D)&d(x)]&1 (c(x) } )))<1.
Proof. Suppose that (2.1) satisfies SMP, take ( f1 , f2) # PY&[0] and
write (2.1) as
[L1(D)&a(x)]u1=b(x) u2+ f1(x),
(2.3)
[L2(D)&d(x)]u2=c(x) u1+ f2(x).
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Since (2.1) satisfies SMP, (2.3) has a unique solution (u1 , u2) # P4 X .
Then bu2+f1>0, cu1+f2>0 and hence the maximum principle for one
single equation implies *1(L1&a)>0 and *1(L2&d )>0. In particular,
(L1&a) &1 and (L2&d )&1 are compact strongly order preserving
endomorphisms of U. By eliminating u2 from the second equation of (2.3)
and substituting the result into the first equation it follows that
u1=(L1&a)&1 (b(x)(L2&d)&1 (c(x)u1))+p(x), (2.4)
where
p=(L1&a)&1 f1+(L1&a) &1 (b(L2&d )&1 f2) # P4 U . (2.5)
Since (L1&a)&1 (b(x)(L2&d )&1 (c(x) } )) is a compact strongly order
preserving endomorphism of U, Theorem 3.2 in [1] implies
spr((L1&a)&1 (b(x)(L2&d )&1 (c } )))<1, (2.6)
which concludes the half of the proof.
Conversely, when *1(L1&a)>0, *1(L2&d)>0 and (2.6) is satisfied
given any ( f1 , f2) # PY&[0] the function p defined by (2.5) satisfies p # P4 U
and hence (2.4) has a unique solution u1 r0. Thus cu1+f2>0 and from the
second equation of (2.3) we find that u2r0. This completes the proof. K
Throughout the paper, we let (u

, v

) denote a lower solution of (1.2) and
(u , v ) an upper solution of (1.2); i.e., (u , v ), (u

, v

) # C 2+&(0 , R) such that
the following inequalities are satisfied:
_\&d120
0
&d22+&\
a
c
b
d+& \
u
v ++\
f (u )
g(v )+\
0
0+ in 0, (2.7)
_\&d120
0
&d22+&\
a
c
b
d+& \
u

v

++\ f (u )g(v

)+\
0
0+ in 0, (2.8)
and
(u

, v

)(0, 0)(u , v ) on 0. (2.9)
3. The Linearization at the Trivial Solution
The linearization of (1.2) at the trivial solution (u, v)=(0, 0) is given by
&d12w=aw+bz,
(w, z) # X, (3.1)
&d2 2z=cw+dz.
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We shall describe the values of the difussion parameters (d10 , d20) for which
the linear problem (3.1) has a solution (w, z) # P4 X . Let ,1 be the positive
eigenfunction of &2 in 0, subject to homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions, unique up to multiplicative constants, and denote *1(0) its
associated eigenvalue. Let
H+(0)=[(d10 , d20) # R
2
+: d10>a*1(0), d20>d*1(0)
and
(*1(0) d10&a)(*1(0) d20&d )=bc].
Then, the system in equation (3.1) has a solution in P4 X if, and only if,
(d10 , d20) # H+(0). If this is the case
81(d10 , d20)=\ + ,1 # P4 X (3.2)bd10 *1(0)&a
1
is the positive solution of (3.1), unique up to multiplicative constants.
If a<0 and d<0, we have to impose the following condition on the
coefficients for the hyperbola H+(0) to cut the positive cuadrant R2+ :
bc&ad>0. (3.3)
The hyperbola H+(0) divides R2+ in two disjoint subsets:
Ru(H+(0))=[(d1 , d2) # R2+ : d1>a*1(0), d2>d*1(0)
and
(*1(0) d1&a)(*1(0) d2&d)>bc]
and
Rd (H+(0))=R2+&[(0, 0)]&H+(0)&Ru(H+(0)).
Now, we shall describe the diffusion values for which the Strong Maxi-
mum Principle is satisfied.
Lemma 3.1. The boundary value problem
&d12u=au+bv+ f1 ,
(u, v) # X,
&d22v=cu+dv+ f2 .
satisfies SMP if, and only if, (d1 , d2) # Ru(H+(0)).
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Proof. It is a straight consequence of Theorem 2.3.
From these features the following result holds.
Lemma 3.2. If (1.2) has some coexistence state, then
(d1 , d2) # Rd (H+(0)). (3.4)
Proof. Assume that (d1 , d2) # Ru(H+(0)) and that (1.2) has a
coexistence state, say (u, v). Then
_\&d120
0
&d22+&\
a
c
b
d+& \
u
v+=\
&f (u)
&g(v)+\
0
0+ in 0,
and
(u, v)=(0, 0) on 0.
Then, Lemma 2.1 implies that (u, v)(0, 0), leading to a contradiction. K
Let
L(d1 , d2 , &2)=\&d1 20
0
&d22+ . (3.5)
Then, from Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.1 it follows that
(d1 , d2) # Ru(H+(0))  *1(L(d1 , d2 , &2)&A)>0. (3.6)
Moreover,
(d1 , d2) # H+(0)  *1(L(d1 , d2 , &2)&A)=0. (3.7)
And finally, as we have supposed that (d1 , d2) # R2+ , it is satisfied that:
(d1 , d2) # Rd (H+(0))  *1(L(d1 , d2 , &2)&A)<0. (3.8)
Now we shall look at the same problem but this time from another point
of view. Assuming that +<+max where +max is defined as follows:
+max=min {d1 *1a ,
d2*1
d = if a>0 and d>0,
+max=
d1*1
a
if a>0 and d<0,
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+max=
d2*1
d
if a<0 and d>0,
+max= if a<0 and d<0, however,
in this case condition (3.3) is imposed.
Then, the linear problem
\&d120
0
&d2 2+\
u
v+=+ \
a
c
b
d+\
u
v+ (3.9)
has some solution (u, v) # P4 X if, and only if,
spr K+=1,
being
K+ u :=_&d1+ 2&a&
&1
\b _&d2+ 2&d&
&1
(cu)+ .
Since
spr K+=
bc
((d1 +) *1&a)((d2 +) *1&d )
is a strictly increasing function of +, and
lim
+  0
spr K+=0, lim
+  +max
spr K+>1,
there is a unique +1>0 such that spr K+1=1. From the point (+, u, v)=
(+1 , 0, 0) emanates an upper critical continuum of coexistence states of
\&d120
0
&d2 2+\
u
v+=+ \
a
c
b
d+\
u
v+&\
f (u)
g(v)+ .
If ++1 then spr K+1 and due to the Theorem 2.3, *1(L(D)&+A)0
holds. Therefore (1.2) has no coexistence state. As a consequence of the
results in Section 4 it follows that (1.2) has a coexistence state if, and only
if, +>+1 . In case of variable coefficients, the existence and uniqueness of
positive principal eigenvalue for (3.9) can be found in [8], where there had
been obtained sharper versions of the results up the date.
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4. Existence and Uniqueness of Coexistence States
The following result solves the problem of the existence of coexistence
states for (1.2).
Theorem 4.1. Problem (1.2) has a coexistence state if, and only if,
(d1 , d2) # Rd (H+(0)) . (4.1)
Moreover, if (4.1) is satisfied then (1.2) has a unique coexistence state.
Due to Lemma 3.2 we only have to show the sufficiency of (4.1) and the
uniqueness.
Proof. Assume (4.1) holds. In order to apply Theorem 4.2 in [10], we
must verify the hypotheses concernig the existence of a lower solution (u

, v

)
and an upper solution (u , v ) of (1.2). It follows from (4.1) and (3.8) that
*1(L(d1 , d2 , &2)&A)<0. Let p>0 be small enough such that *1(L(d1 , d2 ,
&2)&A+pI )<0. Let (u
*
, v
*
) # P4 X be the eigenfunction corresponding to
*1(L(d1 , d2 , &2)&A+pI ). Since f and g satisfy (1.4), there exists =>0
such that
f (=u
*
)
=u
*
<p ,
g(=v
*
)
=v
*
<p. (4.2)
Then, we find that
_\&d120
0
&d2 2+&\
a
c
b
d+&\
=u
*
=v
*
++\ f (=u*)g(=v
*
)+
<_\&d120
0
&d22+&\
a
c
b
d+&\
=u
*
=v
*
++ p \=u*=v
*
+
== _\&d120
0
&d22+&\
a+p
c
b
d+p+&\
u
*
v
*
+
==*1(L(d1 , d2 , &2)&A+pI ) \u*v
*
+<\00+ .
Then, (u

, v

)=(=u
*
, =v
*
) is a lower solution of (1.2).
Moreover, since lims   f (s)s= and limt   g(t)t= , there exists
N>0 such that
&(a+b) N+ f (N )>0,
(4.3)
&(c+d ) N+ g(N )>0.
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We point out that the couple (u , v )=(N, N) is a upper solution of (1.2) for
any difussion values (d1 , d2). Therefore, Theorem 4.2 in [10] applies
providing us with a solution couple of (1.2), say (u, v), such that
=(u
*
, v
*
)<(u, v)<(N, N). (4.4)
Since =(u
*
, v
*
)r0, (u, v) is a coexistence state. This shows the existence of
a coexistence state.
We point out that any coexistence state of (1.2) lies in P4 X , because they
are fixed points for the compact strongly order preserving endomorphism
T defined in (5.1) below. Neither component may vanish because in this
case both components should vanish.
The uniqueness of the coexistence states is a straight consequence of the
concavity of &f and &g and Corollary 4.3 in [10]. K
Remark 4.2. If we replace in (1.2), &d1 2 and &d22, by two different
uniformly elliptic operators, say, d1L1(D) and d2 L2(D); it can be proved
(with the same proof as above) that there exist a coexistence state of (1.2)
if, and only if,
(d1 , d2) # R2+&[*1(d1L1(D)&a)>0, *1(d2L2(D)&d)>0 and
spr((d1L1(D)&a)&1 b(d2L2(D)&d )&1 c)1].
Moreover, the uniqueness is ensured by Corollary 4.3 in [10] if L1(D) and
L2(D) are self-adjoint operators. However, in the case of general uniformly
elliptic operators, we should need a proof based on the non-degeneracy of
positive solutions and the Implicit Function Theorem, like the Proof of
Theorem 5.6 in [10].
5. Asymptotic Stability of Coexistence States
In this section we shall work on the abstract setting of [1]. We begin by
constructing a compact strongly order preserving operator T whose fixed
point are solutions of (1.2). Let (u, v) be a coexistence state of (1.2) and
(u

, v

), (u , v ) satisfying (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9), respectively. Let M>0 such
that the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) *1(&d12+M&a)>0 and *1(&d22+M&d )>0;
(ii) spr(KM)=bc(d1*1+M&a)(d2*1+M&d )<1, where
KM :=(&d12+M&a) &1 (b(&d22+M&d ) &1 c }));
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(iii) Mw&f (w) and Mz&g(z) are strictly increasing functions in
u

wu and v

zv , respectively;
(iv) M&f $(u)>0, M&g$(v)>0.
Let L=L(d1 , d2 , &2), the operator defined in (3.5). Now me may con-
clude from conditions (i), (ii) and Theorem 2.3, that the operator
(L+MI&A)&1 is a compact strongly order preserving endomorphism
of Y. Moreover, it holds that *1(L+MI&A)>0.
If we take
Q :=[(u

, v

), (u , v )]/X,
and consider T defined by
T(w, z) :=_\&d12+M0
0
&d2 2+M+&\
a
c
b
d+&
&1
\Mw& f (w)Mz& g(z) + , (5.1)
then condition (iii) implies that the restriction of T to Q is a compact
strongly order preserving operator. Moreover, from the fact that the
coexistence state of (1.2) is unique and the SMP is satisfied, we conclude
that the coexistence state of (1.2) lies in Q. Hence, the fixed points of the
restriction of T to Q are the coexistence states of (1.2).
Let us find the derivate of T at (u, v):
D(w,z)T(u, v) \w1z1+
:=_\&d12+M0
0
&d22+M+&\
a
c
b
d+&
&1
\(M& f $(u))w1(M& g$(v))z1 + . (5.2)
From condition (iv) and the fact that M has been choosen such that
*1(L+MI&A)>0, we may conclude that D(w, z)T(u, v) is a compact
strongly order preserving endomorphism of X.
Now, it follows from Theorem 3.2 in [1]that the spectral radius
r(D(w, z)T(u, v)) is a positive eigenvalue of D(w, z)T(u, v) with an associated
eigenfunction in P4 X .
Let us introduce the stability definitions given in [1]: a fixed point
(u, v) of the operator T defined in (5.1) is called stable if
r(D(w, z)T(u, v))<1,
weakly stable if
r(D(w, z)T(u, v))1
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and unstable if
r(D(w, z)T(u, v))>1.
Now we extend some well known results to obtain a principle of
linearized stability for cooperative systems as follows: note that, the matrix
A&F$(U )=\a& f $(u)c
b
d& g$(v)+
is also a strongly cooperative matrix, and hence from Theorem 3.1 in [8]
we know that there exists a unique eigenvalue *1(L&A+F $(U)) associated
with an eigenfunction in P4 X ; then, a non-negative solution of (1.2) is called
stable, weakly stable, or unstable, respectively, if *1(L&A+F $(U))>0,
*1(L&A+F $(U))=0 or *1(L&A+F $(U))<0, respectively.
Now, we show that the stability definitions given in [1] agree with the
above principle of linearized stability. Theorem 5.1 below is an extension to
cooperative systems of Theorem 10.1 in [1].
Theorem 5.1. Let (u, v) be a solution of (1.2). Then (u, v) is stable,
weakly stable or unstable, respectively, if, and only if, *1(L&A+F $(U))>0,
*1(L&A+F $(U))=0 or *1(L&A+F $(U))<0.
Proof. Let (%1 , 1) # P4 X , the eigenfunction associated with *1(L&A+
F $(U )):
_\&d120
0
&d2 2+&\
a& f $(u)
c
b
d& g$(v)+& \
%1
1+
=*1(L&A+F$(U)) \%11+ . (5.4)
Let M>0 be as defined in the beginning of this section and let us rewrite
(5.4) in the following form:
_\&d12+M0
0
&d2 2+M+&\
a
c
b
d+& \
%1
1+&\
(M& f $(u))%1
(M& g$(v))1+
=*1(L&A+F$(U )) \%11+ . (5.5)
Now, by applying the operator (L+MI&A)&1 to both sides of Eq. (5.5)
we obtain that
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\%11+&(L+MI&A)&1 \
(M& f $(u))%1
(M& g$(v))1+
=*1(L&A+F$(U ))(L+MI&A)&1 \%11+ . (5.6)
Thus, we find that Eq. (5.6) may be written as:
\%11+&D(w,z)T(u, v) \
%1
1+=*1(L&A+F$(U )) \
h1
h2+ (5.7)
where
\h1h2+=(L+MI&A)&1 \
%1
1+ # P4 X .
Since D(w, z)T(u, v) is a strongly compact endomorphism of X, we may
apply Theorem 3.2 in [1] to ensure the existence of a positive eigenfunc-
tion (%1* , 1*) to the eigenvalue r(D (w, z)T(u, v)) of the dual operator
[D(w, z) T(u, v)]*. Now, by applying the functional (v1* , 1*) to Eq. (5.7) we
obtain that
\v1*1*+ , \
%1
1+ [1&r(D(w,z)T(u, v)]=*1(L&A+F$(U )) \
v1*
1*+ , \
h1
h2+ .
(5.8)
Moreover, we find the following relation between the signs of both sides of
Eq. (5.8):
sgn[1&r(D(w,z)T(u, v))]=sgn[*1(L&A+F$(U ))].
This is the desired conclusion. K
In the following Lemma we give three equivalent conditions that ensure
the stability of non-negative solutions of (1.2).
Lemma 5.2. Let (u, v) be a non-negative solution of system (1.2). Then,
the following conditions are equivalent :
(i) r(D(w, z)T(u, v))<1.
(ii) *1(L&A+F $(U))>0.
(iii) *1(&d1 2&a+f $(u))>0 , *1(&d22&d+g$(v))>0 and
spr((&d12&a+f $(u)) &1(b (&d22&d+g$(v))&1c))<1.
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We have already proved in Theorem 5.1 that (i)  (ii). Then, it remains
to prove the equivalence: (ii)  (iii).
Proof. Assume (ii) holds. Then Theorem 2.1 ensures that *1(L&A+
F $(U))>0 if, and only if, the SMP is satisfied for the cooperative matrix
A&F $(U). Finally, from Theorem 2.3 we know that the SMP is satisfied
if, and only if, condition (iii) holds, which concludes the proof. K
In the following two Lemmas we establish the relation between any one
of the three condition in Lemma 5.2, and the existence of a monotone
scheme.
Lemma 5.3. Let (u, v) be a non-negative solution of system (1.2). If
r(D(w,z) T(u, v))<1, then
(iv) There exist a lower solution and an upper solution of system (1.2)
and (u, v) is the unique solution in between them.
Proof. Assume r(D(w, z) T(u, v))<1, then the Inverse Function Theorem
applied to I&T at the point (u, v), implies that (u, v) is an isolated fixed
point of T. Moreover, Lemma 7.5 in [1] implies that there exists a number
p>0 such that:
(u

, v

)=(u, v)&p(v1 , 1)<T((u, v)& p(v1 , 1))
T((u, v)+ p(v1 , 1))<(u, v)+ p(v1 , 1)=(u , v ), (5.9)
where ("1 , 1) # P4 X is the eigenfunction corresponding to r(D(w, z)T(u, v)).
Moreover, p can be chosen small enough so that (u, v) is the only fixed
point of T in the order interval [(u

, v

), (u , v )]. K
In the proof of the converse of Lemma 5.3 we use some results in [1]
and [10].
Lemma 5.4. Let (u, v) be a non-negative solution of system (1.2). If there
exist an upper solution and a lower solution of system (1.2), then
r(D(w, z)T(u, v))1.
Proof. We know that the operator T defined in (5.1) provides us with
a monotone scheme, such that the sequences (un , vn)=T(un&1, vn&1),
(u0 , v0)=(u
, v

), n1; and (un, vn)=T(un&1, vn&1), (u0, v0)=(u , v ), n1;
converge to (u, v) (see [10] for more details). Finally, Proposition 7.8 in
[1] completes the proof. K
Once we have described the abstract framework, we prove now the main
result of this section.
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Theorem 5.5. Suppose f and g satisfy (1.4) and (u, v) is a coexistence
state of system (1.2). Then, (u, v) is asymptotically stable.
Proof. First we shall prove that (u, v) is stable. By Theorem 5.1 we
have to prove that *1(L&A+F $(U))>0. Let us rewrite (1.1) as
&d12u=\a& f (u)u + u+bv,
&d22v=cu+\d& g(v)v + v.
Hence, from Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.2 it follows that
*1 _\&d1 20
0
&d22+&\
a& f (u)u
c
b
d& g(v)v+&=0. (5.10)
Moreover, from (1.2) it follows that
f (u)
u
< f $(u),
g(v)
v
< g$(v),
and hence
\a& f (u)uc
b
d& g(v)v+>\
a&f $(u)
c
b
d& g$(v)+ . (5.11)
From (5.10), (5.11) and Remark 2.2 we find that
*1 _\&d120
0
&d22+&\
a& f $(u)
c
b
d& g$(v)+&>0.
Now, by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 we know that there exist a lower solution
(u

, v

) and an upper solution (u , v ) of system (1.2) such that (u, v) is the
unique solution which lies between them. We conclude the proof by applying
Theorem 10.5.3 in [11], which ensures that
lim
t  
(u(x, t, u0 , v0), v(x, t, u0 , v0))=(u, v)
uniformly in 0 , for any initial data (u0 , v0) # [(u
, v

), (u , v )]. K
Remark 5.6. We claim that our principle of linearized stability improves
the characterization of the stability given in [11]. There it has been studied
the case in which the partial differential operators involved in the system
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have the same positive eigenfunction. The following result comes from
[11]: if either the coexistence state of (1.2) satisfies
a& f $(u)+#b<d1*1 ,
(5.12)
d& g$(v)+#&1c<d2*1 ,
for some #>0, and then (u, v) is stable, or the reversed inequalities
in (5.12) holdand (u, v) is unstable. Assumption (5.12) agrees with our
condition *1(L&A+F $(U))>0, whenever d1>a*1 and d2>d*1.
Nevertheless, if (d1 , d2) # Rd (H+(0)) with d1<a*1, we can find x0 # 0
such that *1d1&a+f $(u)(x0)<0 and hence the first equation in (5.12) is
not satisfied. However, Theorem 5.5 ensures that
*1(L&A+F $(U))>0.
Moreover, our principle of linearized stability allows us to work with the
case of partial differential operators with different eigenfunctions.
In the following section, we shall prove that the coexistence states of
(1.2) are in fact globally asymptotically stable with respect to strictly
positive initial conditions.
6. Global Attractivity of Coexistence States
The main tools that we shall need in order to prove the global attrac-
tivity of the coexistence states of (1.2) are the existence of suitable lower
and upper solutions, the Strong Maximum Principle, the uniqueness of the
coexistence states and the comparison existence theorems for parabolic
quasimonotone systems in [11]. We begin by stating:
Theorem 6.1. Suppose f and g satisfy (1.4). Let (d1 , d2) # Rd (H+(0))
fixed and (u, v) be the unique coexistence state of system (1.2). Then for any
initial data (u0 , v0) # C&(0 )_C&(0 ), such that u0>0, v0>0 in 0 and
u0=v0=0 on $0, the solution (u(x, t, u0 , v0), v(x, t, u0 , v0)) of (1.1)
converges to (u, v) uniformly in 0 , as t  .
Proof. The proof is conveniently broken up into several steps:
Step 1. Existence and uniqueness of the solution (u(x, t, u0 , v0), v(x, t,
u0 , v0)) to the parabolic system (1.1) for the initial data (u0 , v0).
Step 2. Let (u

, v

) and (u , v ) be a pair of ordered lower and upper solu-
tion of (1.2). Then, the solution (u(x, t, u , v ), v(x, t, u , v )) is monotone nonin-
creasing in t and converges monotonically from above to the unique positive
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solution (u, v) of (1.2). Moreover, the solution (u(x, t, u

, v

), v(x, t, u

, v

)) is
monotone nondecreasing in t and converges monotonically from below to the
unique solution (u, v) of (1.2).
Step 3. Let an initial data (u0* , v0*) # C
&(0 )_C&(0 ) such that
(u

, v

)(u0* , v0*)(u , v ), in 0
then, the uniqueness of coexistence states implies that
lim
t  
(u(x, t, u0* , v0*), v(x, t, u0* , v0*))=(u(x), v(x)),
uniformly in 0 .
Step 4. For all t # (0, ), (u(x, t, u0 , v0), v(x, t, u0 , v0)) # P4 X .
Step 5. For a fixed t1>0, there exists an upper solution (U 1 , V 1) of
(1.2) such that
(u( } , t1 , u0 , v0), v( } , t1 , u0 , v0))<(U 1 , V 1) in 0.
Step 6 The solution of the parabolic system for ordered initial data,
preserve the same order of the ordered initial data as the time increases.
Step 7. The flow (u(x, t, u0 , v0), v(x, t, u0 , v0)) defined by (1.1) is dis-
sipative in C&(0 )_C&(0 ). Roughly speaking, this amounts to proof that
(u(x, t, u0 , v0), v(x, t, u0 , v0)) enters bounded regions B of C&(0 )_C&(0 )
after some finite time t(B)0.
Step 8. Fixed t1>0, there exists a lower solution (U

1 , V

1) # P4 X , such
that
0<(U

1 , V

1)<(u( } , t1 , u0 , v0), v( } , t1 , u0 , v0)) in 0.
Step 9. limt  (u(x, t, u0 , v0), v(x, t, u0 , v0))=(u, v) , uniformly in 0 .
Now, we shall proof each step separately.
Proof of Step 1. Let us pick
(u

, v

)=(0, 0) and (u , v )=(max(&u0& , N), max(&v0& , N)),
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where N is such that satisfies (4.3). Since f and g are regular enough, we
applied Theorem 8.3.1 in [11] to conclude the existence and uniqueness of
the time dependent solution of system (1.1), see also [14] and [12].
Proof of Step 2. This result is proved in [11]: Lemma 10.4.1, Theorem
10.4.1 and Corollary 10.4.1.
Proof of Step 3. This result is proved in Theorem 10.5.3 in [11] and
the uniqueness of coexistence states is proved in Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Step 4. Let (u(x, t1), v(x, t1))=(u(x, t1 , u0 , v0), v(x, t1 , u0 , v0))
be the solution of the parabolic system for a fixed t1>0. Then, the following
is satisfied:
(0, 0)=(u

, v

)(u( } , t1 , u0 , v0), v( } , t1 , u0 , v0)).
Let K00 such that
au(x, t1)+bv(x, t1)& f (u(x, t1))+K0u(x, t1)0
x # 0.
cu(x, t1)+dv(x, t1)& g(v(x, t1))+K0 v(x, t1)0
Hence,
t u(x, t1)&d12u(x, t1)+K0u(x, t1)0
x # 0,
t v(x, t1)&d22v(x, t1)+K0v(v, t1)0 (6.1)
u(x, t1)=v(x, t1)=0 x # 0,
and since
u( } , 0)=u0 # P4 V , v( } , 0)=v0 # P4 V ,
by applying the Parabolic Strong Maximum Principle to (6.1) , we con-
clude that
(u(x, t1), v(x, t1)) # P4 X .
Proof of Step 5. As (u, v) is a positive solution of system (1.2), Theorem
5.5 implies that:
*1(L&A+F $(U))>0.
Hence, from Lemma 5.2 and 5.3 we find that (u, v)+p("1 , 1) # P4 X is an
upper solution of (1.2), where ("1 , 1) # P4 X is the eigenfunction correspond-
ing to r(D(w, z)T(u, v)). Let us denote (u(x, t1), v(x, t1)) as (u1 , v1). It
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follows from Step 4 that (u1 , v1) # P4 X . Then, we can choose K1>1 such
that
(u1 , v1)<(U 1 , V 1)=K1((u, v)+ p(v1 , 1)) in 0,
(u1&U 1)
n
>0,
(v1&V 1)
n
>0 on 0.
Moreover, (U 1 , V 1) is an upper solution of (1.2).
Proof of Step 6. We shall not include this proof here, as it can be
proved in analogous way as it is proved Lemma 10.4.1 in [11], by using
Corollary 10.4.1 in the same reference.
Proof of Step 7. From Step 5 we may find an upper solution (U 1 , V 1)
such that (u1 , v1)<(U 1 , V 1). Hence from Step 6 it follows that
(u(x, t+t1 , u0 , v0), v(x, t+t1 , u0 , v0))
(u(x, t, U 1 , V 1), v(x, t, U 1 , V 1))(x, t) # 0_[0, ). (6.2)
Moreover, from Step 2 we find that
lim
t  
(u(x, t, U 1 , V 1), v(x, t, U 1 , V 1))=(u(x), v(x)),
uniformly in 0 . By the uniqueness of the solutions of (1.1) we know that
lim
t  
(u(x, t+t1 , u0 , v0), v(x, t+t1 , u0 , v0))
= lim
t  
(u(x, t, u0 , v0), v(x, t, u0 , v0)) x # 0 .
Then, from (6.2) we finally obtain that
lim
t  
(u(x, t, u0 , v0), v(x, t, u0 , v0))(u(x), v(x)) x # 0 . (6.3)
The estimates (6.2) and (6.3) show the dissipative character of the flow
generated by (1.1) in C(0 )_C(0 ). Now, some well known a priori
estimates (see [4]) show the dissipative character of the flow in
C&(0 )_C &(0 ).
Proof of Step 8. As (d1 , d2) # Rd (H+(0)), there exists p>0 small
enough such that *1(L(d1 , d2 , &2)&A+pI )<0. Let (u*, v*) # P4 X be the
eigenfunction corresponding to *1(L(d1 , d2 , &2)&A+pI ). Then, as we
have seen in the proof of Theorem 4.1, there exist =>0 such that =(u
*
, v
*
)
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is a lower solution for (1.2). Hence, as (u1 , v1) # P4 X , we can choose =>0
small enough such that
(U

1 , V

1)==(u*, v*)<(u1 , v1) in 0,
(u1&U

1)
n
<0,
(v1&V

1)
n
<0 on 0.
Proof of Step 9. From Step 5 and Step 8, it follows that
(U

1 , V

1)<(u( } , t1 , u0 , v0), v( } , t1 , u0 , v0))<(U 1 , V 1) in 0.
Hence from Step 3 and (6.3) we finally find that
(u(x), v(x)= lim
t  
(u(x, t, U

1 , V

1), v(x, t, U

1 , V

1))
 lim
t  
(u(x, t, u0 , v0), v(x, t, u0 , v0))
 lim
t  
(u(x, t, U 1 , V 1), v(x, t, U 1 , V 1))=(u(x), v(x)),
uniformly in 0 , which completes the proof of Theorem 6.1. K
Now, we shall prove that in the case (d1 , d2) # Ru(H+(0)), the trivial
solution is a global asymptotycally attractor respect to non-negative initial
data.
Theorem 6.2. Suppose f and g satisfy (1.4). Let (d1 , d2) #
Ru(H+(0)) _ H+(0) fixed. Then for any initial data (u0 , v0) # C &(0 )_
C&(0 ), such that u00, v00 in 0 and u0=v0=0 on $0, the solution
(u(x, t, u0 , v0), v(x, t, u0 , v0)) of (1.1) converges to (0, 0), as t  ,
uniformly in 0 .
Proof. As (d1 , d2) # Ru(H+(0)) _ H+(0), from (3.5) and (3.6) we
know that
*1(L(&2, d1 , d2)&A)0.
Now, Theorem 5.1 implies that the trivial solution is stable if *1(L(&2,
d1 , d2)&A)>0. Moreover, from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 we may conclude
the existence of a lower and upper solution of (1.2) such that the trivial
solution is the unique solution of (1.2) which lies between them. Now, from
Theorem 10.4.1 in [11]we conclude that the trivial solution is asymptoty-
cally stable.
Now, if *1(L(&2, d1 , d2)&A)0, consider t1>0 arbitrary, let
(u
*
, v
*
) # P4 X be the eigenfunction corresponding to *1(L(d1 , d2 , &2)&A),
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then there exists M>0 such that (U 1 , V 1)=M(u* , v*) is an upper
solution of (1.2) and satisfies that
(u( } , t1 , u0 , v0), v( } , t1 , u0 , v0))(U 1 , V 1) in 0. (6.4)
By the other hand, the trivial solution is a lower solution of (1.2). Hence,
from the Parabolic Maximum Principle we may find that
(0, 0)=(U

1 , U

1)(u( } , t1 , u0 , v0), v( } , t1 , u0 , v0)) in 0. (6.5)
Now, from (6.4), (6.5), Theorem 10.4.1 in [11] and the fact that the unique
non-negative solution is the trivial solution, we conclude that
lim
t  
(u(x, t, u0 , v0), v(x, t, u0 , v0))=(0, 0)
uniformly in 0 , this completes the proof. K
Finally, we shall summarize Theorems 4.1, 6.1 and 6.2 in a general prin-
ciple for cooperative reaction-diffusion systems with concave nonlinearities.
Theorem 6.3. There exist a coexistence state (u, v) of (1.2) if, and
only if,
*1(L(d1 , d2 , &2)&A)<0
(i.e. if the trivial solution is unstable). In this case (u, v) is the only positive
solution of (1.2) and is globally asymptotycally attracting with respect to
positive initial conditions.
If
*1(L(d1 , d2 , &2)&A)0
the trivial solution is globally asymptotycally attracting with respect to non-
negative initial conditions.
7. The Singular Perturbation Problem
In this section we prove that the coexistence state of system (1.2) tends
to the positive equilibrium of the pure kinetic system (1.3) uniformly in
compact subsets of 0, as the diffusivities (d1 , d2) tend to cero.
We first briefly comment some results concerning system (1.3).
Cooperative systems of ordinary differential equations with concave non-
linearities have been studied in [13](see also [7]and [6]). Let
H( y1 , y2)=\ay1+by2& f ( y1)cy1+dy2& g( y2)+ . (7.1)
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They foundif D( y1, y2)H is irreducible in R
2
+ and &f, &g are concave
functionsthat in case the trivial solution is linearly stable, it is globally
asymptotically stable respect to R2+ , while if the trivial solution is linearly
unstable and the solution of (1.3) remains bounded, then, there exists a
unique positive equilibrium of system (1.3) in R2+ , which is globally
asymptotically stable respect to initial conditions in R2+&[(0, 0)].
In the sequel we shall impose that
(A) f and g satisfy (1.4), and in the case a<0 and d<0, bc&ad>0
holds.
We begin by stating
Theorem 7.1. Assume that (A) holds. Then, system (1.3) has a unique
positive equilibrium. Moreover, it is globally asymptotically stable respect to
initial conditions in R2+&[(0, 0)].
Proof. In order to apply Theorem 3.1 in [13], we must verify that the
trivial solution is unstable and the boundedness of the solutions of (1.3).
Either if it is satisfied that a or d are positive; or in the case that a and d
are both negative, by assuming that bc&ad>0, the unstability of the
trivial solution is an inmediate consequence of Theorem 15.6 in 2 and the
RouthHurwitz criterion (p. 209 in [2]).
Now, the boundednees of the solution of (1.3) is a consequence of
Kamke Theorem (see [13]) and the fact that lims   f (s)s= and
limt   g(t)t=. Moreover, as b>0 and c>0, the matrix H( y1 , y2) in
(7.1) is irreducible. Finally, we may apply Theorem 3.1 in [13] to conclude
the proof. K
Let (u(0i , d1 , d2), v(0i , d1 , d2)) be the unique positive solution of (1.2)
in a domain 0i with the same regularity properties of 0.
Lemma 7.2. Let 01/02 and (d1 , d2) # Rd (H+(01)). Then,
(u(01 , d1 , d2), v(01 , d1 , d2))<(u(02 , d1 , d2), v(02 , d1 , d2)) in 0 1 .
Proof. Set
(u1 , v1)=(u(01 , d1 , d2), v(01 , d1 , d2))
and
(u2 , v2)=(u(02 , d1 , d2), v(02 , d1 , d2)).
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Assume 01/02 and consider (d1 , d2) # Rd (H+(01)). We claim that
Rd (H+(01))/Rd (H+(02)).
Assume this is true. Then, (d1 , d2) # Rd (H+(02)) and so (u2 , v2) satisfies
(1.2) in 01 and (u2 , v2)>(0, 0) componentwise on 01 . Hence, (u2 , v2) is
an upper solution of (1.2) in 01 . Finally the Strong Maximum Principle
and the uniqueness of coexistence states of (1.2) imply that (u1 , v1)<
(u2 , v2) in 0 1 .
To show the claim above, we shall prove that
Ru(H+(02))/Ru(H+(01)) .
Assume that (d1 , d2) # Ru(H+(02)). Then,
d1>a*1(02), d2>d*1(02) (7.1)
and
(*1(02) d1&a) (*1(02) d2&d )>bc. (7.2)
On the other hand, from Lemma 2.1 in [3] we know that
*1(02)<*1(01). (7.3)
Thus, from (7.1) and (7.3) it follows that
d1>a*1(01), d2>d*1(01). (7.4)
Moreover, from (7.3), (7.4) and (7.2) we find that
(*1(01) d1&a)(*1(01) d2&d )>bc.
which implies that (d1 , d2) # Ru(H+(01)). This completes the proof. K
Now, we shall prove that the positive equilibrium of system (1.3)
obtained in Theorem 7.1 is an upper solution for (1.2).
Proposition 7.3. Assume that (A) holds. Let (K1 , K2) be the positive
equilibrium of (1.3) and (u(d1 , d2), v(d1 , d2)) be any arbitrary coexistence
state of (1.2). Then,
(u(d1 , d2), v(d1 , d2))<(K1 , K2) in 0 . (7.5)
Proof. As (K1 , K2) satisfies
aK1+bK2&f (K1)=0
cK1+dK2&g(K2)=0
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and (K1 , K2)>(0, 0) componentwise on 0, we conclude that (K1 , K2) is
an upper solution of (1.2). Moreover, the Strong Maximum Principle and
the uniqueness of coexistence states imply that (u(d1 , d2), v(d1 , d2))<
(K1 , K2). This concludes the proof. K
We now construct local lower solutions of (1.2) that dominates (K1&=,
K2&=) in compact subsets of 0. We first show it in a neighbourhood of
x0 # 0.
Proposition 7.4. Assume (A) holds. Let (K1 , K2) be the positive equi-
librium of (1.3) and (u(0, d1 , d2), v(0, d1 , d2)) be a coexistence state of
(1.2). Consider x0 # 0 and =>0 arbitrary. Then, there exist R>0 and
r(=, x0)>0 such that
(u(0, d1 , d2), v(0, d1 , d2))(K1&=, K2&=) in B R(x0), (7.6)
for all (d1 , d2) # Br(=, x0)(0, 0) & Rd (H+(0)).
Proof. Let x0 # 0 arbitrary and R0>0 such that BR0(x0) is contained in
0. Let #1 be the positive eigenfunction of &2 in BR0(x0) subject to
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions normalized so that &#1&=1.
Let +1(BR0(x0)) be its associated eigenvalue.
Let $ # (0, 1). We shall prove that
#$=($K1#1 , $K2 #1)=(#$1 , #$2) (7.7)
is a lower solution of (1.2) in BR0(x0) whenever (d1 , d2) is small enough.
&d12$K1#1=d1 +1 $K1 #1
=d1+1 #$1+(aK1+bK2&f (K1)) $#1
(7.8)
&d22$K2#1=d2 +1 $K2 #1
=d2+1 #$2+(cK1+dK2&g(K2)) $#1 .
From (7.7) and (7.8) it follows that
&d1 2#$1=d1+1 #$1+a#$1+b#$2&
f (K1)
K1
#$1 ,
(7.9)
&d2 2#$2=d2+1 #$2+c#$1+d#$2&
g(K2)
K2
#$2 .
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From (7.9) we find that
&d12#$1=a#$1+b#$2&f (#$1)+\ f (#$1)#$1 &
f (K1)
K1 + #$1+d1+1#$1 ,
&d22#$2=c#$1+d#$2&g(#$2)+\g(#$2)#$2 &
g(K2)
K2 + #$2+d2+1#$2 .
Since f, g satisfy (1.4), #1 # P4 U is such that &#1&=1 and $<1 holds, it
follows that
f (#$1)
#$1
<
f (K1)
K1
and
g(#$2)
#$2
<
g(K2)
K2
.
Then, there exists r(x0) such that for all (d1 , d2) # Br(x0)(0, 0) the following
relations hold
\ f (#$1)#$1 &
f (K1)
K1 + #$1+d1 +1#$1<0
and
\g(#$2)#$2 &
g(K2)
K2 + #$2+d2+1#$2<0
in BR0(x0). Hence, (#$1 , #$2) is a lower solution of (1.2) in BR0(x0) for all
(d1 , d2) # Br(x0)(0, 0) & Rd (H+(0)) and it follows from the Maximum
Principle and the uniqueness that
(#$1 , #$2)(u(BR0 , d1 , d2), v(BR0 , d1 , d2)) in BR0(x0).
Finally, from Lemma 7.2 we conclude that
(#$1 , #$2)(u(0, d1 , d2), v(0, d1 , d2)) in BR0(x0) (7.10)
whenever, (d1 , d2) # Br(x0)(0, 0) & Rd (H+(0)).
Now, let =>0 and x0 # 0 arbitrary. Since # takes its maximum value 1
in x0 , we shall choose BR1(x0)/0 and $ # (0, 1) such that
(K1&=, K2&=)(#$1 , #$2) in BR1(x0). (7.11)
Hence, from (7.10) and (7.11) we find that
(K1&=, K2&=)(#$1 , #$2)(u(0, d1 , d2), v((0, d1 , d2)) in BR1(x0),
for all (d1 , d2) # Br(=, x0)(0, 0) & Rd (H+(0)) and the proof is completed. K
We shall apply the above results to obtain the main result in this section.
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Theorem 7.5. Assume (A) holds. Let (K1 , K2) be the positive equilibrium
of (1.3) and (u(0, d1 , d2), v(0, d1 , d2)) be the coexistence state of (1.2) and
K an arbitrary compact subset of 0. Then,
lim
(d1, d2)  (0, 0)
(u(0, d1 , d2), v(0, d1 , d2))=(K1 , K2) (7.12)
uniformly in K.
Proof. Since K is compact, given =>0 arbitrary Proposition 7.4 provides
us with r(=, K) such that for all (d1 , d2) # Br(=, K) (0, 0) & Rd (H+(0)) we
find that
(K1&=, K2&=)(u(0, d1 , d2), v(0, d1 , d2)) in K. (7.13)
Moreover, Proposition 7.3 implies that
(u(0, d1 , d2), v(0, d1 , d2))(K1 , K2) in 0 , (7.14)
for all (d1 , d2) # Rd (H+(0)). Hence, from (7.13) and (7.14) we conclude
that
(K1&=, K2&=)(u(0, d1 , d2), v((0, d1 , d2))  (K1 , K2) in K,
for all (d1 , d2) # Br(= , K)(0, 0) & Rd (H+(0)), which is the desired result. K
8. A Comparison between Competitive and Cooperative Systems
Consider the system
&d12u=F(u, v)
in 0,
&d22v=G(u, v) (8.1)
u=v=0 on 0.
System (8.1) is said to be competitive if Fv<0 and Gu<0. Com-
petitive systems are called quasi-monotone systems, since they define an
operator which preserves the ordering 1 of X, as we shall describe now.
Consider the Banach space X as ordered by the cone
P4 1X=PU_&PU=[(u, v) # X : u # PU and &v # PU].
We shall write that
(u, v)1 (w, z) if w&u # PU and &(z&v) # PU .
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Similarly, the Banach space Y is considered as ordered by the cone
P1Y=PV_&PV .
Consider the linear competitive system
L1(D) u1=a(x) u1&b(x) u2+f1(x),
(u1 , u2) # X, (8.2)
L2(D) u2=&c(x) u1+d(x) u2+f2(x),
where L1(D), L2(D), a, b, c, d, f1 , f2 are as defined in Section 2.
The following definition comes from [9]. It is said that system (8.2)
satisfies the maximum principle for competitive systems if ( f1 , f2) # P1Y
implies (u1 , u2) # P1X for any solution (u1 , u2) of (8.2).
Let
A1(x)=\ a(x)&c(x)
&b(x)
d(x) + .
The characterization of the maximum principle for competitive systems in
terms of the existence of an uppersolution belonging to P4 1X , the sign of the
principal eigenvalue *1(L(D)&A1), the inverse of (L(D)&A1(x)), etc. is
proved in [9]. Moreover in [9] it is proved that Theorem 2.1 is true if we
replace the matrix A, the cone PX , and the order , by A1 , P1X and 1 ,
respectively. Also, they proved that system (8.2) satisfies the maximum
principle for competitive systems if the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 are
satisfied.
Then, we may conclude that the cooperative system (2.1) and the com-
petitive systems (8.2) satisfy a maximum principle, which can be charac-
terized in an analogue way, by considering, in the first case, the Banach
space X as ordered by PX or, in the second case, considering X as ordered
by P1X .
Now we shall briefly comment some results about the behaviour of the
coexistence states for two different nonlinear systems. Consider the com-
petitive nonlinear system
&d12u=au&bv& f (u)
in 0,
&d22v=&cu+dv& g(v) (8.3)
u=v=0 on 0,
where b>0 and c>0; and the LotkaVolterra competition model
&d12u=*u&u2&:uv
in 0,
&d22v=+v&v2&;uv (8.4)
u=v=0 on 0.
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We shall state some differences between systems (8.3), (8.4) and the non-
linear cooperative system (1.2).
First, as a consequence of considering X ordered by P1X , the definitions
of upper and lower solutions change. For instance, we may say that (u

, v )
is a lower-upper solution of (8.3) and (u , v

) is an upper-lower solution of
(8.3); if (u

, v ), (u , v

) # C2+&(0 , R)_C2+&(0 , R) and satisfy the following
inequalities:
_\&d120
0
&d2 2+&\
a
&c
&b
d +&\
u
v

++\ f (u )g(v

)+1 \
0
0+ in 0, (8.5)
_\&d120
0
&d2 2+&\
a
&c
&b
d +&\
u

v ++\
f (u

)
g(v )+1 \
0
0+ in 0, (8.6)
and
(u

, v ) 1 (0, 0)1 (u , v
) on 0. (8.7)
An analogue definition can be stated for system (8.4).
We may say that if these two pairs of upper-lower and lower-upper
solutions would exist, it can be proved the existence and uniqueness of the
coexistence state of system (8.3) with an analogue proof of Theorem 4.2 in
[10], by using the Maximum Principle for Competitive Systems in [9].
Unfortunately, we have not been able to find out a pair of functions
belonging to X which satisfy (8.5), (8.6) and (8.7).
However, by doing a local bifurcation analysis in the parameters a or
d of system (8.3), like we did in [10], we can prove that from the branch
of the hiperbola H1+(0) defined as
H1+(0)=[(a, d ) # R2: d1*1(0)<a, d2*1(0)<d
and
(*1(0) d1&a)(*1(0) d2&d)=bc],
it bifurcates an upper critical continuum of coexistence states of system (8.3).
H1+(0) is determinated by the parameters which forze *1(L(D)&A1) to
be zero. But it is not posible to carry out a continuation in the parameters
like in [10], since the non-degeneracy of the coexistence states can not be
proved.
If one of these two techniques, say the monotone method or the con-
tinuation of the bifurcation branch, would have been applied to system
(8.3), they would have imply the asymptotic stability of the coexistence
states of system (8.3).
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Note that the coexistence states of system (8.3) are the solutions of
system (1.2) with one component positive and the other negative.
A complete description of the structure and stability of the continuum of
coexistence states of the LotkaVolterra Competition model is obtained in
[9]. They also characterize whether a semitrivial coexistence state or a
coexistence state is a global attractor. This model has a different nonlinear
behaviour compared with the cooperative system (1.2), the existence of the
semitrivial solutions, their stability, the curves of bifurcation from the semi-
trivial solutions, the continuation technique, the multiplicity results
obtained by using fixed point index, make this system very different than
Cooperative Systems, allthough in some region of the parameters the
Lotka-Volterra Competition behaves like a monotone system. See [9] for
a complete study of the coexistence states of this system.
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